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CORPORATE READINESS PROGRAM (2017-18)

Corporate Readiness Program was organized on 4th September, 2017 for MBA HHM students by eminent industry experts who prepared students on interview skills, corporate culture, mock interviews, facing rejection. The program was attended by MBA HHM students.
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PRE-SIP TRAINING PROGRAM (2017-18)

The Pre SIP Sessions were organised by the Placements Team of SIHS for a total of 16 hours held from 16th April, 2018 – 19th April, 2018, 09:00 am to 01:00 pm. The speakers for these sessions were Ms. Christine Patham and Mr. Veerendra Sable.
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CAREER ORIENTATION SESSIONS FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (2017-18)

Faculties of Medical Technology department conducted informative career counseling sessions week from 16th December 2017 to 28th January 2018. Details regarding the future scope of the specialization, research activity, working/functioning of technologist at a hospital set up, roles & responsibilities of a technologist, placements & skill requirement details were informed to the students.
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Corporate Readiness Program was organized on 27th August -31st August, 2019 for MBA HHM students by eminent industry experts who prepared students on presentation skills, grooming, interview skills, corporate culture, mock interviews, branding and professional development. The program was attended by MBA HHM students.
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